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Abstract. Every intractable set A has a polynomial compfexity core, a set H such that for any 
P-subset S of A or of & S A H is finite. A complexity core H of A is proper if H c A. It is shown 
here that if PZ NP, then every currently known (i.e., either invertibly paddable or k-creative) 
NP-complete set A and its complement A’ have proper polynomial complexity cores that are 
nonsparse and are accepted by deterministic machines in time 2”’ for some constant c. Turning 
to the intractable class DEXT= lJrzO DTIME@"'), it is shown that every set that is <L-complete 
for DEXT has an infinite proper polynomial complexity core that is nonsparse and recursive. 
Introduction 
Since NP-complete problems are not likely to be polynomial-time computable, a
good deal of effort has been expended in studying their special cases with the 
emphasis being placed on efficient cases. In this paper, we study inefficient cases 
in order to discover the structural properties of NP-complete problems. 
In order to discuss inefficient cases, we first look at efficient cases. Consider a 
decision problem A. As usual, it is represented by the set of all input instances to 
an algorithm that produces the answer ‘yes’ and this set is often denoted by A. A 
special case S is a set of instances which, if eficient, satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(a) the question ‘x E S’ can be anwered in polynomial time; 
(b) if x E S, then the question ‘x E A’ can be answered in polynomial time, i.e., 
there exists a set C in the class P such that S n A G C and S n & c, where for 
any set X, x denotes the complement of X. 
We say that a subset of a set A is a P-subset if this subset belongs to P. Since the 
class P is closed under intersection, an efficient case can be represented as a disjoint 
union of a P-subset of A and a P-subset of A. 
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For efficient cases, we see that there are two basic questions of computational 
complexity concerning a special case S of a problem A: 
(i) What is the complexity of determining the membership of S? (We will simply 
say the complexity of S.) 
(ii) What is the complexity of sets which separate S n A and S n A? 
If S E P, then, usually the second question will reduce to the complexity of S n A 
in some sense. 
A special case S is ine@cient if neither (a) not (b) holds, i.e., the answer for either 
(i) or (ii) is not polynomial-time. In studying natural problems, frequently one can 
find special cases satisfying (a). However, it may be very difficult to prove that the 
special case satisfies (b). Many of these examples have the property that if a special 
case S of A satisfies (a) and does not satisfy (b), then S n A is as hard as A, i.e., 
S n A is NP-complete if and only if A is. We may ask whether this is true in general. 
However, the answer is ‘no’; Ladner [ 101 showed that if P# NP, then for any 
NP-complete set A, there is a special case S satisfying (a) such that Sn A is in 
NP - P and is not NP-complete. Ladner’s result indicates that the structure of special 
cases of NP-complete sets may be very complicated and so merit additional study. 
Recently, an interesting type of inefficient case has been studied in several 
investigations [ 1,3-S, 9,14-201. An infinite special case S of A is called a polynomial 
complexity core of A if its intersection with each efficient case of A is a finite set. 
Intuitively, this means that S is so hard that no method that solves the problem A 
can solve an infinite part of S in polynomial time. The notion of a polynomial 
complexity core was first discussed by Lynch [ 1 l] who defined it in a d;,Terent but 
equivalent manner [4,6]. Lynch proved that every recursive set that is not in P has 
an infinite recursive polynomial complexity core. Hence, the existence of a poly- 
nomial complexity core is a characteristic property for intractable sets. Complexity 
cores have properties related to those of inefficient cases. For instance, a set has 
the maximal efficient case if and only if it has the maximal compiexity core; here, 
by the maximal set 1M of class C we mean that for any C E C, C - 1M is finite. A 
result of Orponen et al. [16] implies that every currently known NP-complete set 
has no maximal efficient case. 
Lynch’s existence theorem did not say anything about the computational com- 
plexity of such complexity cores but recent efforts [3, 9, 16, 171 have studied that 
topic and its extensions; in particular, there are results that are related to question 
(i). By considering bi-immune sets, Balcizar and Schiining [l] showed that a 
polynomial complexity core for some set can in P, that is, satisfies (a). In addition, 
Orponen and Schiining [171 showed that, for any deterministic superpolynomial-time 
class, every set not in P has a polynomial complexity core in such a class. 
In this paper, we study question (ii). A complexity core H for a set A is proper 
if H c A. We prove that if P Z NP, then every currently known NP-complete set A 
and its complement A have proper polynomial complexity cores that are nonsparse 
sets and are accepted by deterministic machines in time 2’” for some constant c. 
Furthermore, we show that an NP-complete set has a recursive proper polynomial 
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complexity core that is nonsparse if and only if the difference between the complete 
set and any of its P-subsets is nonsparse. Similar results are developed for other 
classes. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let C* = (0, 1)“. For a string x E Z*, 1x1 denotes the length of x. A specific linear 
ordering c on C* is defined as follows: 
(i) if 1x1 c lyl, then xc y; 
(ii) if Ix!= Iyl., then x < y according to lexicographical order. The recursive 
enumeration of C* given by this ordering is the enumeration used throughout his 
paper. 
Let A be a set of strings. 11 AlI denotes ihe cardinality of A. Let A’ denote the 
complement of A, C*- A. The census function of A is defined as censusA( n) = 
Il(xEA)IxId n}II. A set A is sparse if for some polynomial p, censusA( n) s p( n) for 
all n. 
Let C be a class of sets. A set A in C is a maximal element of A if C - A is finite 
for every set C E C Let co-C denote {Z* - C I C E C}. 
Let A4 be a Turing acceptor. The running time of M on input x is denoted by 
Time,,,,(x), and L(M) ={xIM accepts x}. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the classes P, NP, and PSPACE. The 
classes DEXT and EXPOLY are defined as follows: 
DEXT = U DTIME(~‘“), 
c>o 
EXPOLY = u DTIME(znC). 
C>O 
We say that a set A is polynomial-time many-one reducib!e to a set B (&noted 
A s L B) if there is a polynomial-time computable function f : C* + C* such that 
for all x, x E A if and only if f(x) E B. A set A is 6 E-hard for a class C if for every 
BEC, Bs: A. If, in addition, A E C, we say that A is s E-complete for C. If C is 
the class NP, we say A is NP-complete if A is s:-complete for NP. 
A subset of a set A that belongs to class P is called a P-subset of A. An infinite 
set that has no infinite P-subset is called a P-immune set. 
3. The paddability of NP-complete sets 
A set A is inuertibly paddable if there is a polyncmially computable function pad: 
C * x C* + C* that is one-to-one, onto, and polynomial-time invertible such that for 
every x, y E E*, x E A if and only if pad(x, y) E A. 
Berman and Hartmanis [2] proved that all ‘natural’ NP-complete sets are invetiibly 
paddable. In addition, they proved that all invetiibly paddable NP-complete sets 
are polynomial-time isomorphic (p-isomorphic). There is no formal definition of 
‘natural’ .so that it is reasonable to identify the class of ‘natural’ NP-complete 
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problems with the class of invertibly paddab!e NP-complete problems so that all 
natural NP-complete problems are p-isomorphic. 
Berman an3 Hartmanis conjectur &a that all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic. 
In order to disprove this conjecture, Joseph and Young [a) defined a type of set, 
the ‘k-creative se s,’ and showed that every k-creative set wit an ‘honest productive’ 
function is NP-complete. At this time all known NP-complete sets fall into one of 
these two categories, either natural or k-creative (for some k > 0). 
It appears that the NP-complete sets that are k-creative are not invertibly paddable 
(see [S]). However, we prove that they are ‘weakly’ paddable. This is a common 
property of all currently known NP-complete sets and our study will be based on 
this fact. 
Let us give the formal definition of k-creative set. Let {Mi}iao be an effective 
enumeration of aondeterminisGc Turing machines. Let NP”’ = { L( Mi) 1 Mi runs in 
time nk + k}. 
For each integer k > 0, set A is k-creative if A E NP, and there exists a polynomial- 
time computable function f: C* 7% C* such that for each i that witnesses L(Mi) E 
NPfk’, f(i) E A if and only if f(i) E L( Mi). The function f is called a productive 
function for set A. 
A function f is called honest if there is a polynomial q such that q(( f (x)1) 2 1x1 
for every x E 2‘*. 
Every k-creative set with an honest productive function is NP-complete [g]. The 
‘weak’ paddability is defined as follows: A set A is weakly puddable if there is a 
polynomial-time computable function p : F * x C* + C* and a polynomial q such 
that for every X, y E Z*, 
(1) x E A if and only if p(x, y) E A, 
(2) 4(lPkY)lF+l+lYl. 
It is clear that every invertibly paddable set is weakly paddable. 
Theorem 3.1. For every integer k > 0, every k-creative set with an honest productive 
function is weakly paddable. 
Proof. The argument is essentially that used by Joseph and Young [8] to prove that 
every k-creative set with an honest productive function is NP-complete. 
Let f be an honest productive function of A. There is a polynomial q such that 
q(lf(x)l) a 1x1 for every x E C*. Without loss of generality, we can assume that q is 
increasing, and that for every rj, q(n) 3 n (since otherwise we can use q*(n) = n + 
q(l)+qW+- l l + q(n) instead of q(n)). Let -4 E NPtk” for some k’> 1. Define a 
partial function @ by 
@(x, Y, d = 0, 
if 1~1” > 1x1”’ and x E A, 
undefined otherwise 
and define a polynomially computable function g such that @g(X,y)(z) = @(x, y, z). 
By suitably ‘padding’ the instructions for g(x, y), we can make Ig(x, y)( > q( Ixlk’+ 1~1). 
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Since - 0 
q(lf(g(x, Y))l) > lg(x, Y)l> 9(1x1”‘+ lyl) 
and 4 is increasing, we have If(g(x, y))l> Ixlk’+ lyl. Hence, 
Ifk(x,YNl=+l+lYl and If(g(x, Y )>I” ’ Imx, Y >>I > Ixl”‘m 
Now, x E A if and only if L( Mg(X,Yj ) = {zllzl” > 1x1”‘> if and only if g(x, y) E L(M~(~,J 
if and only iff(g(x, y)) E L(M g(XJ if and only if f(g(x, y)) E A. Therefore, 3 =f 0 g 
meets our requirement. Cl 
It is convenient o assume that the function q in the definition of a weakly 
paddable set is a strictly increasing polynomial; for otherwise, as in the above proof, 
we can replace it with a strictly increasing polynomial. 
From Theorem 3.1 and the previous discussion, we can assume that every currently 
known NP-complete set is weakly paddable. Notice that the complement of a weakly 
paddable set is weakly paddable. Thus, every currently known set that is s L-complete 
for co-NP is also weakly paddable. 
4. The complexity of proper cores 
A polynomial complexity core of A is called proper if it is a subset of A. 
Lynch’s proof [ll] of the existence of polynomial complexity cores for sets not 
in P can be modified to show that every set not in P has a proper polynomial 
complexity core. Consder Orponen and Schiining’s result [ 171 showing that for 
every class C specified by deterministic machines that run in constructible super- 
polynomial time, every set not in P has a polynomial complexity core in C. One 
may wish to extend this result to the case of proper cores. However, a counterexample 
is easily obtained by considering any set that is DExT-immune, i.e., a set that has 
no infinite subset in DEXT. Clearly, a DEXT-immune set is not in P and has no 
proper polynomial complexivy core in DEXT (since it has no infinite subset in DEXT). 
However, based on the assumption that P# NP, it can be shown that all of the 
currently known NI -complete sets have proper polynomial complexity cores k 
DEXT; furthermore, these proper cores may be taken to be nonsparse. This is the 
result of the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Every weakly paddab!@ WP com;l!cte set A has a nonsparse proper 
polynomial complexity core in DEXT, unless P = NP. 
Proof. Let {ak}kaO be the standard enumeration of c* and (&}j@ 1 be an effective 
enumeration of the deterministic polynomial time-bounded Turing acceptors. Let 
A be a weakly paddable NP-complete set. Since NPE EXPOEY, there is a polynomial 
f! such that u(n) 3 n and A E DTIME(~ u(n)). Let M be a Turing acceptor that witnesses 
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A E DTIME(2 u(n)) and let p and q be functions witnessing the fact that A is weakly 
paddable, where q is a strictly increasing polynomial. Construct a set H by stages 
as follows: 
Stage O= m := 0, Ho:= 0. 
Stage n: s := IaJ; 
for k=l to n dobegin 
simulate M on ak for 2” steps; 
if &pk is rejected by M in time 2” 
then for all uncancelled i G m do 
if & is accepted by Mi in time 2” 
then cancel i; 
( ) * if ak is accepted by M in time 2” and for all 
uncancelled i s m, p( ak, @9’s’) is rejected by Mi in time 2” 
then H, := H,--, u I&k, oats’)); 
if census&) > S* + m 
then m:= m+l; 
end stage. 
We claim that the set H := UnaO H, is a nonsparse polynomial complexity core 
of A, that H s A so that H is proper, and that H is in DEXT. The proof is developed 
in a series of c!aims below. 
Claim 1. T?ze parameter m grows without bound. 
Proof. To prove this by contradiction, suppose that there exists an integer m* such 
that it is always the case that m < m*. 
Notice that (i) for sufficiently large n, it is the case that at stage n, for every 
i s m*, i is uncancelled if and only if L( Mi) G A. In addition, (ii) for sufficiently 
large n it is the case that census&,$ s lanlrn*+ m*. We wish to establish a third 
property, that is, (iii) for sufficiently large n it is the case that for any k s IE and 
is m*, Mi runs on P(&, 09’“‘) in time 2” (where s = la,&. 
To see that the (iii) is true, for each i, let q, be a strictly increasing polynomial 
that bounds Mi’s running time. Since p is a polynomial-time computable function, 
there is a strictly increasing polynomial r such that I p( X, y)J s r( 1x1 +lyl> for all X, y. 
Thus, the running time of Mi on p(ak, Oy’“‘) is bounded atzve by 
%(lP(ak, o’(‘))l) s qi(r((akl+ q(s))) s qi(r(s+ q(S)))* 
‘Fience, there is an integer n* > 0 such that n > n* implies that for any k s $1 and 
is m*, the running time of Mi on p(ak, 09”‘) is at most 2” 
Now take n* to be such that for n > n*, each of (i)-(iii; inold. 
By (ii), H is a sparse set. Let D be the union of L(Mi) where i is taken over all 
of the uncancelJed indices after Stage n*. By (i), DE A. Note that ~(1~1) 3 1x1 and 
note that if XE A, then x is accepted by M in time 2”t1x1’. By part (*) of the 
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construction and property (iii), for Ixl> 1~1, x E A implies that p(x, 09(“(lxJ))) E N 
or p(X, ()9Wl)) 
j E D, and that p(x, 09(u(lxi))j E H if and only if p(x, 09@(lxl))) g D. On 
the other hand, x e A implies pr(x, 09(u(lx0) j ti H. Therefore, a reduction of A to H, 
A s g H, is witnessed by a polynomial-time transducer f that behaves as follows. 
Choose an arbitrary y E H. Let H* be the finite subset of H obtained by running 
the construction of H from Stage 0 to Stage 2n*. 
input x 
if 1x1 S lanaI 
then if x E H* 
then f(x) := p( x, 09(U(1x1))) 
else f(x) := y 
else if p(x, 09(u’lxl))) E D 
then j(x) := y 
else f(x) := p(x, Oq(u(txt))) 
end. 
Note that IQJ > 1~1. It is easy to see that x E A if and only if f(x) E H. Thus, 
we can conclude that Asp ,,, H, contradicting Mahaney’s result [ 121 that no sparse 
set can be SE -hard for NP unless P= NP. El (Claim 1) 
Claim 2. The set H is a nonsparse proper polynomial complexity core of A. 
Proof, From Claim 1, the parameter m goes to infinity so that any index i with 
L(M,) g A will be cancelled at some stage. Hence, for any index i such that 
L( I&) c A, L( Mi) n H is finite. From the construction it is clear that H z A. In 
addition, the parameter m going to infinity implies that for every m > 0 there exists 
s > 0 such that censusH (s) 3 srn + m so that H is nonsparse. Therefore, H is a 
nonsparse proper polynomial complexity core of A. q (Claim 2) 
Claim 3. 23te set H is in DEXT. 
Proof. Since the function p is honest, q(lp(ak, 09(‘))1) 3 q(s), where s = Ia,& Since 
q is strictly increasing, (p(ak, 09(‘))( 3 la,l. Thus, for any x E Z*, to decide whether 
x is in H it suffices to check the first 1x1 stages of the above contruction. Note that 
in stage n, m s n s 2”. Thus it takes at most 0(23”) time in each stage. This process 
runs in time O(241x1). Hence, H E DEXT. 0 (Claim 3) 
From Claims 1-3 we see that H is a proper polynomial complexity core of A, 
that H is nonsparse, and that H is in DEXT. Cl 
If one examines the proof of Theorem 4.1, then one notes that the following 
properties of the set A have been used: 
(a) A c EXPBLY; 
(b) Aisnot 6: -reducible to a sparse set unless P= NP; 
(c) A is weakly paddable. 
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Recalling that the complement of a weakly paddable s-et is again weakly paddable 
and recalling the result of Fortune [7 3 that if P # NP, then no set that is 6 L-complete 
for co-NP can be sparse, we can make the following conclusion. 
.2. Every weakly paddable set that is s L-co 
proper polynomial complexity core in DEXT, unless P = NP. 
hlas a nonsparse 
Combining Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have the following fact, Aich follows from 
the result of Orponen and SchSning. 
Corollary. If P# NP, then every weakly paddable NP-complete set A has a (non- 
sparse) polynomial complexity core H in DEXT such that both An H and An H are 
nonsparse sets in DEXT. 
Some sets may satisfy the properties (a) and (c). In that case we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.3. Every weakly paddable set A in EX~LY - P has a proper polynomial 
complexity core in DEXT. 
Proof. This involves only a small modification of the construction used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. Replace part (*) of the construction by the following: 
(**) if ak is accepted by M in time 2” and for all uncancelled 
i S M, p(ak, Oq’“‘) is rejected by Mi in time 2” 
then H := H u { p( a& Oq’“‘) and m := m + 1. 
The details ipre left to the reader. Cl 
Recall that QBF is an invertibly paddable set that is s:-complete for PVACE. 
Corollary. If PSPACE # P, then QBF has a properpolynomial complexity core in DEXT. 
Furthermore, if P # NP, then such a prop *polynomial complexity core can be nonsparse. 
Another example of an invertibly paddable set is GRAPH-ISOMORPHISM. Thus, 
GRAPH-ISONIORPHISM has a proper polynomial complexity core in DEXT if and 
only if it is not in P. 
For a set A let F(A) denote the set of all proper polynomial complexity cores of 
A that are in DEXT, We have the following theorem. 
iauertibly paddable NP-complete set A, F(A) has no maximal 
Proof. Let G be any proper polynomial complexity core of A that is in DExT. We 
will construct a set H such that H E A - G and H is again a proper polynomial 
complexity core of A that is in DEXT, so that G cannot be maximal. Much of the 
argument is based on the prsofof a 1 and we will refer to parts crf that proof. 
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To construct H we use the notation and construction in the proof of Theorem 
4.1 but we replace part (*) of that construction by the following: 
(***) if ok is accepted by M in time 2” and for all 
uncancelled i =S m, p( ak, Oq’“‘) is rejected by Mi in time 2” 
and p(ak, fly(‘)) E G 
then H, := H,,_, v (p(ak, On(“)} and m := m + 1. 
We will prove only that m increases without bound since the remainder of the 
argument is very similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 
To prove this by contradiction, suppose that there exists an integer m* such that 
it is always the case that m c m*. By an argument similar to that used in the proof 
of Claim 1, we can prove the following facts: 
(1) H is finite. 
(2) Let A = {p(x, oq”x’J )1x E A}. Then A - (H v G u D) is a finite set, where D is 
a subset of A that is in P and is defined as in the proof of Claim 1. 
We first prove that 5 J D is in P. Let M* be a deterministic acceptor that behaves 
as follows: 
input 2 
if ZED 
then reject 
else begin 
find x, y such that p(x, y) = z; 
if such x, y do not exist 
then reject 
else if y = Oq’1x1) 
then accept 
else reject 
end. 
Notice that p is polynomial-time invertible so that M* runs in polynomial time. 
Observe that M* accepts z if and only if z E D and z =p(x, Oq’1x’)) for some x. Since 
DC_ A, if M* accepts z, then we have z E A and, hence, x E A. Therefore, L(M*) = 
A n D so that An DE I? Recall that a set is almost p-immune if it is the disjoint 
union of a p-immune set and a set in P. Since An G is a subset of a proper 
polynomial complexity core of A, A A G is p-immune. It follows that i is an almost 
p-immune set. Therefore, A is almost p-immune. I-Iowever, Orponen et al. [16] 
showed, using a different terminology, that if P # NP, then no invertibly paddable 
NP-complete set is almost p-immune, a contradiction. El 
be density of corn 
What can be said about the density of P-complete sets? Meyer and 
[I?] considered the possibility of certain N lete sets being reducible to sparse 
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sets. Mahaney [9] showed that if P# NP, then no NP-complete sei can be cparse; 
in fact, he showed t;lat if P# NP, then no set th&; is sz-hard for NP can be sparse. 
Orponen and Schiining [ 171 showed that if P# NP, then every NP-complete set 4 
has a mxrsive proper polynomial complexity core that is nonsparse. Using results 
of Fortune [7] and Mahaney [IX], one can show that if P# NP, then every set that 
. 
IS &complete for co-NP has a recursive proper polynomial complexity coFe that 
is nonsparse. For weakly paddable NP-complete sets, this follows fro Theorem 
4.1; but we do not restrict attention to weakly paddable sets in this section. 
In this section we use the notion of ‘generalized complexity cores,’ as developed 
by Du 15) and studied in Book and Du [3]. This generalization involves machine- 
independent, measure-independent no ions of cores with respect to countable classes 
6’ of sets of strings that are closed under finite union and finite variation. The results 
apply to classes uch as the class of regular sets, the class of context-free languages, 
complexity classes uch as NP and PSPACE, the class of recursive sets, and the class 
of arithmetic sets, among others. Some of the results are (similar to) those of Orponen 
and Schiining El71 but the proofs are based on generalized complexity cores. 
Let C be a class of sets. For any set A, let CA denote {C E C 1 C s A}. A set H 
is a hard core for A with respect o C if for every C E C, C n H is finite. If, in 
addition, H is a subset of A, then H is a proper ha+ core. 
me version of the general existence theorem for hard cores that is useful here is 
Theorem 2.10 of 131: If C is a recursively enumerable class of recursive sets that is 
effectively closed under finite union and finite variation, then any infinite recursive 
set not in C has an infinite proper hard core with respect o C that is recursive. 
Of particular interest in the current work is the following result from [3] regarding 
the density of hard cores. 
Bropition 5.1. Let c’ be a recursively enumerable class of recursive sets that is closed 
UaderJinite variation and under finite union. Let (f ) k kzO be a nondecreasing sequence 
of recursive functions on the natural numbers, i.e., for all n and k f(n) s fk+l (n). Let 
A be an injnite recursive set not in C and I3 a recursive subset of A. l%e following are 
equivalent : 
(a) for every recur.:ive set H c B such that H is proper hard core for A with respect 
to ther@ exists k such that CensusH ( fl) s fk (n) for all suficiently large n ; 
(b) either 
(i) CA = 0 and there exists k such t.hat censusB(n) s&(n) for all suf&&‘y 
large n, 
F) h 
11 t ere exist C E 63, and k such that census&&n) s fk(n) for all suficidntly 
large n. 
Throughout, his section we wiii assume that C and {ji}k20 are as in Proposition 
5.1. Relative to the sequence {f } k &(), a set A isfat if for every k, censusA(n)afk(n) 
for all sufficiently kge 32. 
The following is an immediate corollary of Proposition 5.1. 
Lemma 5.2. Let E be a class &ets such that E rl C = 0. Suppose thclt for eve 
and every C E CA, A - C E E. Then every A E E is fat if and only if every A E 
recursive proper hard core with respect to C that is fat. 
We will investigate properties of classes of sets such as that given in Lemma 5.2. 
The example that provides the basic motivation is that of C being P and for each 
k > 0, fk( n) = nk. Let B = A, and assume that P # NP and A is NP-complete. Part 
(b)(ii) of Proposition 5.1. asserts that A - C is sparse. In Lemma 5.2, let 
class of NP-complete sets and assume again that P f NP. The notion cf A - C E E 
guarantees that A - C cannot be sparse if P # NP by Mahaney’s result. 
Let Fc be the collection of functions 1 such that there exist C E C and X, with 
the following property: for any X, if x is not in C, then f( x) = X; otherwise, f(x) = x0. 
Define a binary rc!ation SF on sets by A SF B if there exists f~ F= such that for 
all x, x E A if and only if f(x) E B. 
Lemma 5.3. i%r every A and B, A SF B if and only if there exists C E C such that 
A=B-CorA=BuC. 
ProoE Suppose A SF B. Let, f, x0, and C witness this. If x0 is not in B, then x E A 
implies f(x) # x0 sof(x) s= xE B - C, and x not in A impliesf(x) = x0 not in (B - C); 
thus, A = B - C. If x0 E B, then x not in A implies that f<x) is not in B so that 
f(x) =x is not in C; this means that B u C SE A. Also, x not in B u C implies that 
x is not in B so f(x) # x0; this means that A z B v C, so A = B u C. 
If A = lG - C, then choose x0 to be any element not in B. if A = B u C, then choose 
x0 E B. Define f as follows: if x is not in C, then f(x) = x, and if x is in C, then 
f(x) = x0. ‘Fhen witnesses A SF B. q 
Now we extend the relation SF. 
Let + be any binary relation satisfying the following conditions: 
(*) IfAsRBand BsFC,thenAsRC 
(**) If A cFB9 then A GR Be 
A class D of sets is closed under sR if A+B and BED imply AE A set B 
is +-complete for D if B E and for every AE A+B. 
Tl~c following is the main result of this section. 
Let D be cl class of sets that is closed under + and that has an 
+-complete set. Let R. be the collection of all G R’ complete sets for D. Suppose that 
&nC#@. men every AE is fat if and only if every A E has Q fat proper 
recursive hard core with respect to C. 
roof. The result follows from Lemma 5.2 once we show that for every A E and 
every CEC& A-h 
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Since A E RD G D and D is closed under +, if ( -0 %A, then A-CEP). 
But (A-C) +A by Lemma 5.3 and so (A-C) <,A by (**). Hence, A-Cc 
Since CE CA, CE A so that A= (A-C)u C. Thus, A s,A-C by Lemma 5.3. 
ForanyBED,B~~AsinceAis~R-completeforD.ButB~RAandA~FA-C 
imply B +A-C by (*). Hence, for every BED, B <,A-C. 
Thus, A - C is +-complete for D so that A - C E RD as desired. Cl 
Consider the situation where C is iaken to be the class P. Then it is clear that 
each of the standard polynomial time-computable r ducibilities (e L 9 s p, s &, G ltt, 
4 s,“) satisfy the conditions (*) and (**). Using Theorem 5.4, this observation 
yields the following fact. 
Theorem 5.5. Let D be a class of sets that is closed under G: and that has P as a 
proper subclass; let R be the class of all S; -complete sets for D; and let {fk}k2,, be 
the speci$c sequence of functions defined for all n and k by fk(n) = nk. Suppose that 
’ R # B. l%en every A E R is fat if and only if every A E R has a fat proper complexity 
core. 
The result of Theorem 5.5. holds for the other of standard polynomial time- 
computable reducibilities. By using Theorem 5.5. we obtain the following results. 
Corollary. (a) If P # NP, then every NP-complete set A has a recursive proper 
polynomial complexity core that is rdonsparse. 
(6) If P # NP, then every set that is s L -complete for co-NP has a recursive proper 
polynomial complexity core that is nonsparse. 
(c) An NP-complete set has a recursive proper polynomial complexity core that is 
nonsparse if and only if the complete set itself di$ers from each of its P-subsets by a 
nonsparse set. 
Book and Ko [4] and Watanabe [21] have shown that no sparse set can be 
complete for any class that contains DEXT= UezO DTIME(zcn) as a subclass with 
respect to any of the polynomial time-computable bounded truth-table or conjunctive 
or disjunctive reducibilities. Thus, we have the following fact. 
Corollary. Let Sp be any of the polynomial time-computable ounded truth-table 
reducibilities or s 6 or -K ’ + Let D be any recursively enumerable class of recursive sets 
that is closed under that reducibility and that has DEXT as a subclass. Every set that 
is complete for D with respect o that reducibility has an infinite proper polynomial 
complexity core that is nonsparse and recursive. 
Watanabe 1211 has shown that any set that is &zomplete for DEXT has density 
Q(log log n). This yields the following fact. 
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Corollary. Let D be any recursively enumerable class of recursive sets that is closed 
under SF and that has DEXT as a subclass. Every set that is g F-complete for D has 
an in$inite proper polynomial complexity core that is recursive and has density 
ft(log log n). 
In the last corollary the fact that the complexity core is recursive can be improved 
to show that it is in DEXT; this has been shown by Du [S]. 
6. Remarks 
One may ask whether any NP-complete set may have a proper polynomial 
complexity core in NP. The following proposition shows that the question is 
equivalent o a well-known open question. 
Proposition 6.1. 7&e following statements are equivalent: 
( 1 a 
(b) 
0 C 
7bere exists an NP-complete set that has a proper polynomial complexity core 
in NP; 
Every weakly paddable NP-complete set has a proper polynomial complexity 
core in NP; 
7?rere is a P-immune set in NP. 
Proof. Every proper polynomial complexity core of a set is a P-immune set. Thus, 
(b) implies (a) and (a) implies (c). It remains to show that (c) implies (b). 
Let X be a P-immune set in NP and let A be a weakly paddable NP-complete 
set. Let X sz A be witnessed by a polynomial-time computable function J: Let p, 
q be functions that witness A being weakly paddable. Define g(x) = p(f(x), Oq(lxi)). 
‘iThen for all x3 x E X if and only if f(x) E A if and only if g(x) E A, so that 
g(X)=(g(x)lx~X)~A. 
We claim that g(X) is a proper complexity core of A and g(X) is in NP. 
Notice that lg(x)I a 1x1 so thatf(X) = {f(x) Ix E X} can be accepted by a nondeter- 
ministic acceptor that behaves as follows. 
input y 
nondeterministically guess x such that 1x1 s lyl 
if g(x) = y then accept. 
Hence, g(X) E NP. 
For any subset D of A with DE P, we have g-‘(W) E P. ‘I%uJ, g-‘(D) n X is finite 
since X is P-immune, and so D n g(X) is finite. Since X is P-immune, the properties 
of p and q show that g(X) is infinite. Thus, g(X) is a proper compkxity core of 
A in NP. Cl 
The following questions remain open: 
(1) Does every NP-complete set have a proper polynomial complexity core in 
DEXT? We conjecture that the answer is ‘yes’. 
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(2) If A is bi-immune for P, then C* is a polynomial complexity core for A [ 11. 
Thus, some sets can have polynomial complexity cores that are in P. Does any 
NP-complete set have a polynomial complexity core in NP? We conjecture that the 
answer is ‘no’. 
(3) Does an NP-complete set A have a complexity core H in DEXT such that 
H A A and H n A are polynomial-time separable? 
(4) Does any NP-complete set have a maximal proper complexity core in DEXT? 
(Theorem 4.4 only rules out the invertibly paddable NP-complete sets.) 
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